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Solving LIC AAO Previous Year Question Paper will not only help you understand the level of questions in LIC AAO
Exam but also give you chance to learn the topics of LIC AAO Exam syllabus.

In a certain week, he worked overtime and his total was Rs. He therefore, worked for a total of in hours: By
choosing the better one he can save in Rupees: A, B, C started a business with their investment in the ratio 1:
After 4 months, A invested the same amount as before and B as well as C withdrew half of their investments.
The ratio of their profits at the end of the year was: It is being given that 2 men of latter type work as much as
3 men of the former type? Three pipes A, B and C can fill a cistern in 6 hours. After working at it together for
2 hours, C is closed and A and B can fill the remaining part in 7 hours. The number of hours taken by C alone
to fill the cistern is: A train B speeding with kmph crosses another train C running in the same direction, in 2
minutes. If the lengths of the trains B and C be m and m respectively, what is the speed in kmph of the train
C? River is running at 2 kmph. It took a man twice as long to row up as to row down the river. The quantity in
kg. A sum of money becomes Rs. The sum in Rupees is: A well with 14 m inside diameter is dug 10 m deep.
Earth taken out of it, has been evenly spread all around it to a width of 21m to form an embankment. The
height in metres of the embankment is: A rectangular carpet has an area of sq metres and a perimeter of 46
metres. The length of its diagonal in metres is:
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Dear Readers, Here we have given the LIC AAO Exam Previous year Question Paper held on with answer key.
Candidates those who are applied for the LIC AAO can download this question paper in PDF and use if for your
preparation.

Four of the following five are alike in a certain way, and so form a group. Which one of the following does not
belong to that group? What does R work as? This questions consists of an information and two statements
numbered I and II given below it. The accident took place when the seaman at the artillery section. Average
age of all ships, battleships or cargo ships, is years, before which these can be operated safely. You have to
take the given statements to be true even if they seem to be at variance from commonly known facts and then
decide which of the given conclusions logically follows from the given statements disregarding commonly
known facts. Some rooms are stores. All stores are godowns. All godowns are warehouses. All stores are
warehouses. All warehouses being rooms is a possibility. Atleast some godowns are rooms. All kittens are
cubs. No kitten is a puppy. All puppies being cubs is a possibility. All cubs are kittens. No sea is a lake. Some
lakes are rivers. All rivers are oceAnswer. No sea is a river. All oceAnswer are lakes. All rivers are oceans. At
least some oceans are lakes. All rivers are lakes. In these questions, relationship between different elements is
shown in the statements. The statements are followed by conclusions. Study the conclusions based on the
given statements and Give Answer: This question consists of a statement and two assumptions numbered I and
II given below it. An assumption is something which is not directly given but can be assumed from the given
information. You have to find out which of the given assumptions, numbered I and II are implicit in the given
statement. Exercising does not necessarily mean gymnasium with high technology machines. After all people
living in villages are well maintained and are hardly overweight. Gymnasiums are not very readily available or
used in villages. People living in villages do not believe in the use of high technology gymnasiums. Read the
given information and Answer the question. Which of the following may NOT be a reason for the decision of
the government to discontinue the funding of the said college this year?
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Solve LIC AAO Previous Year Papers to get a hang on paper pattern and difficulty level before sitting for the main exam.
Candidates can analyze their strong and weak areas after solving LIC AAO Previous Year Papers and build exam
strategy accordingly.
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Candidates who are appearing for the LIC AAO Exam can check the LIC AAO Exam Syllabus & Pattern, LIC AAO
Previous Papers, LIC AAO Study Material, LIC AAO Preparation Tips, LIC AAO Admit Cards etc in our
www.enganchecubano.com website.
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LIC AAO Previous Year Papers Below provided are the questions of each section which is included in the recruitment
examination of Assistant Administrative Officer which are followed by every possible links to download LIC AAO Solved
Question Paper in the form of PDF.
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We are sharing with you LIC AAO previous year exam question paper of the year (The exam was held in 13th,March, ).
This question Paper includes answer at the end of the question paper so you can also check your
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www.enganchecubano.com this question Paper is proved to be helpful for your upcoming exams.
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Postulants can know the LIC AAO Previous Year Question Paper Pdf to score the best marks in the exam. The
intenders can know the questions of LIC AAO Exam Previous Papers by solving them. The intenders can know the
questions of LIC AAO Exam Previous Papers by solving them.
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LIC AAO Previous Year Question Papers. Dear Aspirants, IBPS are recruiting Clerk in all over India. Lakhs of Aspirants
are writing the exam very seriously.

9: LIC AAO Previous Papers PDF | Download LIC AAO Model Question Papers
Also, to score the good marks, it is the only solution for contenders to practice postulants LIC AAO Previous Year
Papers & LIC AAO Previous Year Question Paper with Solutions. The selection of the contenders made depends on the
results of the written exam.
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